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“A remarkably fine tribute to C.S. Lewis.”
– Walter Hooper, literary advisor to the C.S. Lewis Estate, United Kingdom.

“A fine survey of the many aspects of this perennially interesting topic; any book that brings together the voices of Don W. King, Crystal L. Downing, Andrew Lazo, and Malcolm Guite is worth the read. I find myself with an even deeper appreciation for the roles Dorothy L. Sayers and Joy Davidman played in Lewis’ life and their influence on him as a writer and thinker.”

“The stellar cast of thinkers assembled for this unique anthology delivers an astonishing array of insightful essays written with erudition and nuance. This is a substantial, original work of great merit; the editors, Curtis and Key, are to be commended for their inclusion of multiple viewpoints that grapple with Lewis’ stated beliefs, rendering them with clarity and diligence.”

“In Women and C.S. Lewis we do not meet ‘Jack’ Lewis the Feminist – there are no attempts to smooth over beliefs unacceptable today. Who we do meet is a Lewis who lived, corresponded, and collaborated with women, valuing, edifying, and enjoying their company. A remarkable melding of quick pace and ample information.”
– Dr Charlie W. Starr, Professor, English and Humanities, and Program Chair, Humanities, Kentucky Christian University; author of Light: C.S. Lewis’ First and Final Short Story.

“Thought-provoking from the very first page, this collection brings together a wide variety of perspectives on a single, significant question: Was Lewis sexist? It’s a lively conversation, and there’s plenty to enjoy.”
– Dr Diana Pavlac Glyer, Professor of English, Azusa Pacific University, California; author of Bandersnatch: C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien, and the Creative Collaboration of the Inklings and The Company They Keep.

“Excellent for both fans of Lewis and for scholars. Rich in truth and wisdom for the twenty-first century. A most welcome contribution to closure on the vital question of Lewis’ views on gender.”
– Dr J. Stanley Mattson, Founder and President, The C.S. Lewis Foundation, Redlands, California.

“Thanks! Someone needed to write this book.”
“In reading Women and C.S. Lewis we are invited to be part of an important conversation. Attitudes and resulting actions towards others matter greatly, and this is certainly no less so, when they are informed by understanding based on gender. In this book, we find a variety of voices ‘pursuing truth in the company of friends’ as they thoughtfully reflect upon Lewis’ response to women in both his life and in his writings. Not all contributors in this volume agree, but all take seriously the significance of the issue of gender, and we should as well. Women and C.S. Lewis is a very good place to begin to deepen our understanding, and to help us frame our own considered questions.”

– Marjorie Lamp Mead, Interim Director, Marion E. Wade Center, Wheaton College, Illinois.

“This book brings new light, thought, and perception to the subject of women in C.S. Lewis’ life and writings. These essays are full of shared wisdom and cogent argument that will challenge your perceptions of Lewis and his world.”

– Brian Sibley, writer and broadcaster known for his highly acclaimed BBC serializations of The Chronicles of Narnia and The Lord of the Rings.

“It’s about time! Many seem to think C.S. Lewis was a misogynist, who lived in a stuffy, male dominated, academic world, and we finally have a book that addresses this. The matter is far more complex than some have charged. The judgments against Lewis are generally made by people who have not read him deeply and certainly not for any great length of time. Curtis and Key have put together a cadre of some of the best Lewis thinkers who know the material and can write authoritatively on the matter. The judgments in this book are fair-minded, nuanced, and have no ax to grind. The editors simply desire to set the record straight, and, it’s about time.”

– Jerry Root, Ph.D., Wheaton College, Illinois, co-editor (with Wayne Martindale) of The Quotable C.S. Lewis and co-author (with Mark Neal) of The Surprising Imagination of C.S. Lewis.

“Controversy about the women in Jack’s life and literature has often left a cloud of controversy over his life and writings. Finally, here is a book that properly places Lewis in his socio-cultural setting for a thorough and positive examination of nearly every aspect in which women touched his life – from created literary characters, professional acquaintances, familial relationships, literary references, to the deep marital love that so blessed his life with Joy. This collective work of prominent Lewis scholars is an extraordinary and vital read for any Lewis enthusiast.”

– Deborah Higgens, PhD, former Director of the C.S. Lewis Study Centre, Oxford; Professor of Medieval Literature, La Sierra University, California; author of Anglo-Saxon Community in J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings.
“This collection of voices makes the point so solidly – that C.S. Lewis was emphatically not a woman-hater but ahead of his time in his attitudes toward them – with such variety of experience, eloquence of expression, and annotated proof, that I felt a sadness at turning the last page. Like saying goodbye to a motley collection of old friends after a long anticipated, stimulating, memory-making reunion and wondering if we would ever again gather in the same way.”
– Connie Cavanaugh, Lewis admirer, speaker, author. Hear her speak and see her books at www.conniecavanaugh.com. Alberta, Canada.

“What a great read! Women and C.S. Lewis takes readers on a carefully curated journey through his life and literature. Nimble editing by Curtis and Key weaves together a tapestry of voices that clearly depicts Lewis’ high regard and respect for women, refuting critics who try to discredit Lewis because of his effectiveness in explaining the life of Christian faith.”
– Carol Pipes, Editor of Facts & Trends magazine, LifeWay, Nashville.

“Written for laypeople and academics alike, this collection of essays would likely have pleased Lewis himself. Rather than respond to the charge that Lewis was sexist by merely assigning its own pejorative label to those responsible for the accusation, which occurs all too frequently in what passes for intellectual exchange these days, it rejects mere shibboleth for honest engagement with the issues themselves, drawing on a diverse array of authors who consider the evidence from both Lewis’ writings and life. Curtis and Key are to be commended for this valuable contribution to a crucial discussion.”
– Dr Stephen Dunning, Associate Professor of English, Trinity Western University, Langley, British Columbia; author of The Crisis and the Quest: A Kierkegaardian Reading of Charles Williams; co-founder and co-director of the Inklings Institute of Canada, housed at TWU.

“How refreshing and encouraging to be reminded that Lewis’ fictional heroines were brave, feisty, and thoughtful. I love that they could be anything their male counterparts could be, both good or bad.”
– Gayle Roper, award-winning, Pennsylvania-based novelist of a wide range of fiction from Allah’s Fire to Lost and Found.

“I am indeed very supportive of Women and C.S. Lewis, a worthwhile contribution that a wide range of readers will enjoy and find most helpful.”
– Mark A. Pike, BA (Hons), PGCE, MA (Ed), PhD, Professor of Education and Head of the School of Education, University of Leeds, England. Author of C.S. Lewis as Teacher for our Time (Lutterworth Press, Cambridge, 2013).
“Curtis and Key have assembled wonderfully varied voices yielding high scholarship that is yet readily accessible to address the question of C.S Lewis’ attitude toward women. Does misogyny exist in Lewis’ writings, or in the eye of the beholder? No contributor to this fine volume shies away from that question. What an engaging, delightful read!”

“In this work you will find a thorough and honest exploration into the role of women in the life of C.S. Lewis. Its great strength is found in the diversity, depth, and breadth of perspectives, the range of which offers valuable insight into the nuances of his writing and his growth as a person. Given the frequent criticism directed toward Lewis in regard to women, this book is a much-needed voice and essential resource: an excellent read.”
– Lisa Coutras, author of the forthcoming Tolkien’s Theology of Beauty; PhD Candidate, Kings College London.

“This balanced, irenic collection takes up a vital issue in the study of C.S. Lewis; lovers of Lewis will want to join the conversation.”
– Louis Markos, Ph.D., Professor in English and Scholar in Residence, Houston Baptist University, Texas; author of Restoring Beauty: The Good, the True, and the Beautiful in the Writings of C.S. Lewis.

“I am convinced that C.S. Lewis well understood women because he took seriously the theology that before God we are all feminine.”
– Dr Paul F. Ford, author of Companion to Narnia; Professor of Theology and Liturgy, St. John Seminary, Camarillo, California.

“Are you a woman who loves to think and create? You will find in these pages a brilliant scholar who honors your depth and complexity, who engages women like you in his personal correspondence and writes women of reason and imagination into his strong, winsome, female characters. Are you a man who wants to encourage women? You will learn from a man who not only engages women but learns from them. The book offers depth of scholarship and breadth of analysis of Lewis’ life and writings – all in an accessible style that will change the way you think about thinking women.”
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Questions for Reflection and Discussion

1. C.S. Lewis used the term “joy” to describe which early experiences and emotions in his life? In what ways can you relate?

2. Think about his relationship with Mrs Moore. What do we know about it and what does it tell us about Lewis?

3. Lewis’ life was marked by a number of losses, hardships, disappointments, and upheavals. How did he handle these?

4. Think about his friendships with both men and women. How did his friendships seem to influence his life, his thinking, his work?

5. Lewis said that George MacDonald’s book *Phantastes* baptized his imagination. What did he mean by this? What books by Lewis or other authors have done the same for you?

6. In his youth and as a young man, he dabbled in the occult and considered himself an atheist. What circumstances and people might have fueled these ideas in him?

7. Lewis placed a high value on the combination of intellect and imagination, especially their point of intersection. How do they affect you?

8. Lewis took a spiritual journey that led him to the Christian faith. How did that struggle and his ultimate decision to trust God impact his life and his work?
9. Think about Joy Davidman, her accomplishments and her life’s journey. How do you think the relationship between Joy and Jack affected each of them?

10. Consider Lewis’ life and body of work. From what sources did his moral compass come and how did that play out in his personal and professional choices?

11. Some critics have said that Lewis was a sexist, that he did not have a high view of women and girls based on his life and literature. What do you say to that claim?

12. Contributors to Women and C.S. Lewis have shared from their hearts as well as their extraordinary minds. What did you learn that can apply to today’s culture?
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2 C.S. Lewis College motto “Pursuing truth in the company of friends.” Borrowed, with permission, from Page Smith, the Founding Provost of the University of California, Santa Cruz.
3 Lewis, C.S., “The Weight of Glory”.
4 Fondly based on the Inklings, the “Sprinklings” are a loose-knit group of writers who meet together to read original works and solicit critique and encouragement at conference events sponsored by the C.S. Lewis Foundation.

Section One, Chapter One: The enduring influence of Flora Lewis
Dr Crystal Hurd

3 Smith, C.S. Lewis and the Island of His Birth. 71.
4 Smith, C.S. Lewis and the Island of His Birth. 61–62.
5 The Lewis Papers, Vol. 2. 251.
6 Smith. C.S. Lewis and the Island of His Birth. 74.
7 The Lewis Papers. Vol. 2. 248.
8 The Lewis Papers, Vol. 3. 389, 450.
Endnotes

12 The May 25, 2009 issue of Italy magazine reports that Walter Hooper, Lewis’ secretary and biographer, gave author Giuseppe Fortunati a copy of a Latin atlas of Italy that belonged to Lewis in which the author of The Chronicles of Narnia had underlined the Latin word Narni. Lewis was fascinated with Roman history. According to Italy, Hooper said Lewis told him he had been inspired by it for his Chronicles.

13 Sayer, Jack: C.S. Lewis and His Times. 4., The Lewis Papers, Vol. 2, 220.

14 The Lewis Papers. Vol. 3. 119.

15 Sayer. Jack: C.S. Lewis and His Times. 22

16 Smith. C.S. Lewis and the Island of His Birth. 37–38, 104.


Section One, Chapter Five: The Divine Comedy of C.S. Lewis and Dorothy L. Sayers

Dr Crystal L. Downing


2 The Letters of Dorothy L. Sayers, vols. II–IV, ed. Barbara Reynolds (Cambridge, GB: Carole Green, 1997–2000), III.45. All subsequent quotations from Sayers can be found in these volumes, keyed to the date.

3 The Collected Letters of C.S. Lewis, vols. II & III, ed. Walter Hooper (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 2004, 2007), III.1400. All subsequent quotations from Lewis can be found in these volumes, keyed to the date.

4 Dec. 1945 (II. 682).

5 Scholars endorse Walter Hooper’s suggestion that Sayers’ comment on miracles was “the encouragement Lewis needed” to write his 1947 book (Letters II. 573 nt103). The Beatrice metaphor, of course, is my own.

6 Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen, A Sword between the Sexes? C.S. Lewis and the Gender Debates (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos, 2010), 107.

7 These words were part of an essay Sayers sent to the Bishop of Coventry in June 1944 (Letters III. 29).
Section Two, Chapter Four: The Pilgrim's Paradox: Female characters in *The Pilgrim's Regress*

*Dr David C. Downing*

**Works cited**


Section Four, Chapter One: Jack, the “old woman” of Oxford: sexist or seer?

*Dr Monika B. Hilder*

1 Along with his idea that wives were prone to “fidgetiness,” Lewis had the idea that males, unfortunately, were naturally lazy. In *The
Screwtape Letters, he points to male reluctance to take proper trouble for others (142); in The Four Loves, he speaks of the male tendency to abdicate leadership in marriage (98); privately he speaks of male laziness as opposed to female fidgetiness (Letters II 507).


3 See my endnote 1.

4 Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen believes that Lewis overused the “either/or” rhetorical strategy, thereby eliminating additional possibilities, and points to this discussion in other critics (44–45, 37n). Chad Walsh, however, while he points to the either/or strategy, states that in this he has taken the “role as Devil’s advocate” in “mak[ing] the case stronger than [he] actually consider[s] it to be” (Literary Legacy 205–206), and states, “It is always possible, though not necessarily true in every controversy, that God can count beyond two” (207). Walsh also notes Lewis’ “modesty”: “Sometimes he confesses that he cannot make up his mind between two viewpoints, and offers them both. When he ventures an opinion on some controverted point of orthodox theology, he usually prefices it with a warning that this is merely what he thinks and he may be wrong” (C.S. Lewis 154).

5 See Alan Jacobs’ (232–33) and Alister McGrath’s (252–59) discussions.

6 In “Imagination and Thought in the Middle Ages,” Lewis speaks of intuitive reason as angelic and discursive reason as a necessary and “laborious process” that is indicative of “our [human] inferiority” (53). See my discussion of discursive and intuitive reason in The Gender Dance: Ironic Subversion in C.S. Lewis’ Cosmic Trilogy 68–70.
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